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I would like to thank Andrs and Rmy, my prodigious assistants on this project. Their research was valuable and I think theyre both great programmers. Ive done my share of amateur audio editing, but this is the first time Im getting so close to a professional level. I also want to thank Steve
Quayle at Slate for inviting me to write a piece like this. The children's movement had in fact experienced the same kind of problems in its beginnings: the young Anarchists, for no apparent reason, began to be considered outside the organization, as malintencionados, delinquent, and
disquieting. The Children were blamed for the activities of the pistoleros of the sindicato libre. It was the work of a stable of writers, researchers, and journalists to deal with the Anarchists of the Youth. Those Anarchists were said to be the product of an organization which had allowed economic
conditions to favor an agrarian revolution. As we shall see, this agrarian insurrection took place in the Andalusia region in 1923. [31] To some extent, the anarchist pistoleros were gulled by the preposterous reports of ABC, which disseminated a series of distorted and dishonest pictures of CNT
terrorism. The recent publication of the police reports of the atentados, however, shows that these incidents were, if anything, mild and isolated in comparison with the much more numerous and dangerous operations of the CNT. (Already on page 2 of the second volume of Revolución y
Libertad, a pamphlet published in 1930, Emilio Carranza made the most balanced estimate of the CNTs illegal activities: three thousand atos de toda España.) Despite the errors of ABC, such absurdities may serve as a reminder that the CNT still remained very much in the grip of revolutionary
theory. This, indeed, was apparent in the letter to Marie Enfante written on March 14, 1931 by Francisco Ascaso, a member of the CNT Revolutionary Committee and also a political commissar:
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Their chief objective was to fight with the pistoleros of the sindicato libre. and they did not hesitate to appeal to public opinion, saying that they were doing it for the sake of the working class, the working class that the CNT does not represent , and that they were fighting simply to make an
example of the pistoleros. They were spurred on by such a reaction to the police beating and assassination of Matute. Others in the same school became deeply involved in the CNT and joined the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo (CNT), a syndicalist organization that, in December 1920, was
not only the largest working class union in Spain, it was also the most international. The reasons for the pistoleros assassination of anti-Syndicalist governor Gonzalez were not far to seek. With the death of Ferrer, Gonzalez had become the governor of one of Spain's most dynamic regions. He
was a notorious reactionary and, by the standards of the time, a vicious exponent of police methods. He felt no compunction about torturing Spanish Anarchists: at least two were tried and sentenced to death in a notorious Santisimo Salvador trial. He boasted that he had killed Ferrer with his

own hands. The violence of the reactionaries, and indeed of the state, was such that, even in the city of Barcelona, Anarchists were being murdered by the pistoleros of the police, most notably on the night of January 13, 1921, In many respects, the pistoleros of the CNT were just as much
outsiders as were their S.I.V.E. associates. There is no evidence to link the pistoleros of the CNT with any political organization or group. Sanz says there were never more than 100 members. In the Aragonese Federation, Sanz believes that he counted seven or eight, and these were not political
agitators. [32] Many of the assassinations were of persons regarded as traidores, and others who were in league with certain businessmen. Few of the pistoleros were active among the [33] workers. What they did do was to keep alive the feeling that non-Syndicalist workers in the CNT were the

real targets of the attacks. 5ec8ef588b
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